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1. 

That day I saw you I had been walking in the woods, 
bluebells becoming less blue, merging into green of ferns 
and a darkening tree canopy. A hollow pad pad on the 
hard path as I move to the edge; joggers running 
beside me, not distancing, saving energy and focus 
for their task, a displaced need forcing a migration 
from treadmill to wilder and less predictable tracks. 

Sinking into leaf mould and fragmenting earth I 
glance to the suddenness of a new blue and 
darting V of a tail. Did you feel that too? A 
primitive and infinite impulse, giving way to a  
willingness: to risk uncertainty, exhaustion, even 
death, to continue life? 

By Rebecca Lowe 
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2. 

Woken up by the rain falling on my face. A field on the edge of Bodmin Moor. Grey clouds 
scudding across the brown mass of the hills in the distance. Too tired to put up the tent the 
night before we had slept in the open. A clear night stars reaching down to the horizon – it 
felt as if you were floating in space. 
That was Cornwall 1967… 

I grew up in Hunslet in the 1950s in the heart of the industrial North. Our house a small back 
to back – no bathroom or hot water and a shared toilet at the end of the street. No central 
heating or double glazing – just one coal fire in the living room. Some winter mornings a fern 
like tapestry of frost patterns on the bedroom windows. I can remember my mother 
bringing washing in off the line. It was frozen solid, tights and jeans standing up by 
themselves making us all laugh. The bottles of milk on the doorstep frozen, pushing up the 
foil tops… 

We didn’t have a garden, straight out on to the pavement and a street full of cobbles. 
Nature was a green strip on the horizon – Middleton Woods, a long walk to get there. Past 
the slag heaps from Middleton Pit – following the old steam railway line. The smell of 
sulphur from the slag mixing with the musky sweet smell of the hawthorn blossom in the 
summer. How hot and thirsty we would get wishing we hadn’t drunk our bottles of pop so 
early. Reaching the woods stepping across a threshold into a cool dappled green. A canopy 
of branches towering above us… Surely this is where the medieval builders got their ideas 
for designing their churches and cathedrals. 

The sensory feeling of entering a church is so similar to that of entering a wood. The flow of 
vertical supporting pillars into the vaults above. The lacework and tracery of the windows, 
dappled light from the stained glass, the feeling of calm and peace. 

I wasn’t aware of this connection as a child but it somehow entered my consciousness to be 
revealed in later life. The woods were a place to play and run wild. The haunt of foxes, 
rabbits, hedgehogs – the hooting of owls at dusk. Tadpoles and sticklebacks to catch in the 
ponds and streams. Armfuls of bluebells to gather in the spring. They never seemed to 
survive long when you got them home. 

A return to Cornwall in my late teens and early twenties – Falmouth Art School. It seems like 
a distant dream to me now. Three years at the seaside! Living on the edge of Swanpool, a 
small lake with just a narrow spit of land with a road running across, dividing it from the sea. 
In winter after a storm the road would be covered in sand, seaweed pieces of driftwood. 
Mists would often descend on the bat, and seemed to last for days. The lonely sound of the 
foghorn hooting through the nights. The damp would get into your clothes and enter your 
bones. So out to collect driftwood for the stove, which spat and squeaked as it burned. 
Smoke billowed out into the room of the wind blew down the chimney. 

It was difficult adjusting to life in Leeds after my years at college were over… An initial shock 
to the mind, body and soul… I remember the trips to town but having to return home nearly 
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straight away. The presence of so much traffic, the noise, crowded pavements, the buildings 
of concrete and glass. My years in Cornwall had attuned me to a more natural environment. 
Long walks on the beaches and cliffs. The sounds and rhythms of the sea, the taste of salt on 
your lips, the sweet scents of wildflowers. It took me a while to put on my city body armour, 
but at what cost to my health. 

Fortunately, living in Woodhouse, we are on the edge of a green corridor, Woodhouse 
Ridge. I love walking and when I feel the ground beneath my feet, mud on my boots and the 
landscape unfolding before me. I am at my happiest then. A feeling of calm and 
contentment enters my soul. Since the beginning of the pandemic the trails have become 
busier. Young joggers plough past huffing and puffing… I wonder if they will return to their 
exercise machines, treadmills, when the gyms open again. They may develop a taste for the 
outdoors, the sun wind and rain. Quite a few groups of young people sit on an open hillside 
at the far end of the ridge. Often they gather at sunset as if in contemplation. Perhaps 
nature is beginning to strike a chord in them. It is mainly the young who are raising their 
voices in protest about the effects of global warming on the environment. I hope the 
politicians begin to listen to them before it is too late. 

Lying down in a field near the Leeds ring road. The midday sun making me feel drowsy. The 
drone of the traffic in the distance. The hum of bumblebees as they feed on the Bird’s Foot 
Trefoil next to my head… I drift off… 

I awake to see three large shapes circling slowly in the sky above me – Red Kites – perhaps 
they think I’m food… Ouch! I quickly jump up, my arm is covered in ants… A blackbird in a 
nearby tree gives a chattering cry of alarm followed by a few disapproving clucks… 

By Ben Anson 
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3. Migration + Movement

Like fledglings abandoned waiting patiently 
in departure lounge 
Watching intently as the metallic bird 
descends from the skies above our heads 
approaching the hot tarmac, shimmering in 
the early evening light 
with deafening sounds shattering the tranquillity of the day 
as it cruises to a halt, propellers cease whining 
and flutter still 

*** 

So much excitement surrounding this everyday 
spectacle 
as passengers emerge to take a first glimpse 
of a Caribbean landscape 
there is a sharp intake of breath as warm humid 
air hits the fact 
and officious personnel stir into action scrutinising 
bodies to keen to disembark 
in stark contrast to the slow reclaim baggage area 

*** 

I too am like a small bird on its maiden flight 
from the nest 
Will travel at speed over land and sea crossing 
through changing time zones 
Soaring high above the clouds into turbulent 
atmosphere 
embarking on a new adventure, a journey into 
the unknown 
towards a foreign land far away from all 
things I have known 

••• 

Scooped into the bulbous belly of the huge 
metallic bird 
doors are closed shut, reading in take-off position 
wondering how something so large and so heavy 
ascend and stay elevated 
gazing down at the scene below, roads, houses 
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trees growing smaller 
the topography of the land and coastline, the 
fauna + flora fade into oblivion 

••• 

How so we did not crush the clouds now so soft 
enveloping on all sides 
as we float away for miles and miles into 
bright clear stillness of the earth’s atmosphere 
leaving behind a known life of warmth, love, 
friends and familiarity 
into an unknown life of changeable weather 
fronts, the hostility of winter 
the realisation that life won’t be the same 

*** 

Landing with a THUD on a cold grey December 
morn 
in contrast to the migratory species of birds 
who travel from Africa in Spring and leave 
the UK in wintertime. 
Swapping wet summers in search of insects 
For long dry winters under baking skies. 
The hope of a better life is hard to resist. 
Movement + migration will persist 

By Felina Hughes 
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4. Bird Table Saga (Sojourn)

From my vantage point, through the  
blinds I saw you 
Sneak stealthily along the garden fence 
Reading to pounce and devour the seeds 
Placed on the bird table for the  
other animals 
Not for you, you vermin, you RAT!!! 

*** 
It was your long tail that gave you away 
Why did you spoil such an idyllic array. 

*** 

The Magpies were guarding their nests 
High in the trees 
Squawking and squabbling at the neighbour’s 
cat, 
Stealing bits of toast for the baby birds 
Getting plumper over the days ahead. 

The bird table, standing so perfect 
There squirrels would feed for a very long 
time, 
Carefully selecting the seeds of choice. 
But the Magpie would scatter and pick 
Only the choicest morsels 
Thereby giving an open invitation to undesirables 
like you, you vermin, you RAT!! 

By Felina Hughes 
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7. Migration

I moved from the North, alone to the South, aged 18 and stayed away for 10 or so years, but 
the pull of the North continued. Mainly it was people I missed, the “Northern Soul” that is 
lacking or different in the South. 

*** 

At one time in my job, my office was on the first floor; eye level with the Rowan tree’s upper 
branches outside; every year the waxwings came, from Norwegian areas (Scandinavia?). 

They stripped the trees bare of their fruit and I had the perfect view of them. Below 
“twitchers” arrived with lenses extended on large cameras. I didn’t need such equipment. 
The birds came and entertained me for a time then left – I was only a small moment in their 
journey. I visit the South now. Go the other way once, I came North once a year, now I go 
back to where I spent my young adult years as a kind of pilgrimage to my youth. The 
waxwings travel to sustain their kind. Me to sustain memories. 

The weather really is warmer in the South but here we are losing the winters of my 
childhood. The climate changes. I didn’t need a coat living in the South but I think that was 
just youth! 

My problem with nature is empathy. Although it served me well, in my career, it can be 
disastrous when it comes to dealing with nature. I struggle to kill anything and gardening 
can be quite a nightmare. Don’t pull up that weed; don’t stand on that snail. Look at all 
these ants! 

I am nature’s friend; live and let live. I love birds; the sunsets; trees and flowers. I grow 
tomatoes – well tomato plants really. Sow the seeds. Water. Feed and throw out any 
seedlings not doing well – just as it says on the packet. Except I don’t. So I end up with far 
too many plants with too many leaves and very few tomatoes. 
Now when it comes to the creatures of the night I am clearly their best friend. They eat my 
bean shoots, the sweet peppers; courgettes – all gone by morning. 

Once when the snails became too numerous to be collected up and sent to landfill (a nightly 
chore) we did get nematodes! So far they have done the trick. 

But I’m drawing the line at the ants who are trying to invade indoors. I have Dysoned them 
up and emptied the Dyson outside so they have a chance, but really they don’t need to 
migrate indoors. 

*** 

Are the seasons changing? Yes of course they are. 
Global warming is with us but it’s not always easy to grasp. 
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As a fifties child living in a semi-rural area I have memories of deep snow falls; adults digging 
paths so we could walk to school, but equally I remember long summers, being out from 
“dawn to dusk”, climbing trees; bluebells and weekly nature walks. 

But it is here in inner city areas that the animals of the night are seen. We have bats; foxes; 
a hedgehog once came to a garden part we held; I have seen deer and once a grouse 
walking up a main road. Perhaps I am just more aware. Perhaps I have more time to watch 
the grass grow. 

By Lynne F. 
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8. Ant Migration

Coming indoors is not acceptable, 
You frighten me with your scurrying ways 
Rushing in circles, busily shifting 
Scurry and flurry into the coving. 
Under the floorboards 
Laying your eggs 
Going and crawling over my legs 
Then – you grow wings and become more 

threatening. 

My heart is beating, you are not entering 
my home. It’s mine, not yours, begone up the Dyson; into the darkness 
(What have I done? You poor little things). 
You cannot live here – you have sprouted wings. 

By Lynne F. 
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6. 

The tree was always there, all through my childhood and into adulthood. True, it lost the 
odd branch here and there, but was basically intact though a petrified replica of what it 
once was. Obviously it was leafless, and had a rigidity born of decades of sapless existence, 
but it had a presence of its own in a way that the others did not. 

It died officially in the 1970s, though I cannot be more precise. I seem to recall it having 
leaves though this may be my own interpretation and is not important in the story in my 
memory. 

Death came about through disease which rampaged through the island and the species 
leaving the top field guarded by seven of these centurions. And like these guardians of 
Rome, they looked over those tending the cattle or traipsing up to the bog with a sullenness 
at odds with the verdant grasses and the gold and amber of the whins. 

It wasn’t the largest of the heptad but it was the steeliest, and its place, in the centre of the 
field, beside the ditch which drained from the bog, meant that it was always passed, or leant 
upon when the boots needed adjusting. 

My father placed the scythe up against it when eating the sandwiches that he always 
brought with him of a soft day. These trips always lasted for hours even though the walk 
back to the house would not have taken any more than five minutes. Fence posts would be 
replaced and plans for the field, never meant to be implemented, would be discussed.  

The adults talked of football, of local politics and old stories from the townland. Each 
competing with each other with tales, part factual, part perceived but mostly gloriously 
adorned with fictional flights of fancy. The craic was more important than the accuracy. 

The trees mirrored the history of the place. The townland was littered with long abandoned 
houses, left unpainted and unheated, decaying gracelessly alongside newer homes. Both the 
old trees and houses were of a different period, out of place and time. Both reminders of a 
past that refused to die. A constant reminder of the poverty of humanity and nature that 
once stalked these fields. 

The old elms would have been part of the old demesne and the presence of this one 
suggested that it once would have formed part of the parkland of the big house. The field 
itself seemed to possess a greater formality than its neighbouring plots, being conceived as 
part of a view rather than simple utilitarian necessity. The central tree, which my father 
called ‘an faireoir’, or ‘the watcher’, still harboured cattle on stormy days as though their 
collective memory recalled the days when some shelter could have been had underneath 
her bough.  

Her presence as a reminder of a long-gone landscape survived the incessant rain and wind 
of the west coast and ensured that she played a part in the life of the community long after 
her best days were behind her. 

Alas, the glorious summers of the past ten years allowed an onslaught that even she could 
not defend against. The ground armies of decay had their days in the sun and the old tree 
could not fight back. 
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On my last visit home, the weather was poor and I stayed close to the house with only 
myself for company. On the day that the rain stopped, I took a walk up the lane leading to 
the bog. I crossed the field by the corner gate where the ground was less waterlogged and 
stared across the field where nothing interrupted my view. 

Walking nearer I saw what appeared like splintered bone littering the ground. It must have 
been hanging on by its outer shell for some time. I was glad that I was on my own and didn’t 
know who or what I missed. There was no one left in the house to rely upon to mourn its 
final passing, in memory or life. Life has its cycles we are told. But the revolutions appear to 
be getting faster and faster with each passing year. 

By John O’Dwyer 
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9. Nature Revealed

My introduction to nature was at 3 years old, when I learnt every flower in a Ladybird book. 
I can never understand why many show no interest at all in the nature which is all around 
us. Everything takes us back to nature which needs to be fed and watered in order to 
survive. 

Of the seasons, Autumn is my favourite with its morning dew, rich tones, golden yellows, 
russets through to reds and browns. Spring is next; trees bursting with new life and 
heralding Spring – snowdrops, crocus, daffodils and bluebells. I enjoy winter; trees stripped 
of their leaves, against a beautiful vivid blue sky and sunshine – asking to be photographed. 
Snow-covered trees – wonderful – but where is the snow now? I love a snowstorm then 
blue sky and sunshine which follows and lifts the spirits. We used to have weeks of deep 
snow and huge icicles. Spring flowers would peep through the snow with only the daffodils 
having the height to raise their heads above it. Summer, my least favourite season; I like to 
feel the warmth of the summer sun but not the heat! 

Woodland scenes: the lush green moss covering the legs of the ancient tree remind me of a 
stage set for a Pantomime! I feel the tree has been dressed in bright green to “hide” 
imperfections on its trunk, in much the same way we humans would! 

The wood with a carpet of bluebells takes me back to the coastal town of Filey where I see 
them – not in a wood – but their singular beauty makes me feel joyful. Looking at 
mushrooms in the bark I think “are they mushrooms or are they poisonous?” I was always 
told not to pick them! A toadstool reminds me of the Brownies! We would stand round the 
Toadstool and When “Brown Owl” called our names, we would stand forward, salute and 
say “Present”, putting two shiny pennies under the toadstool. 

Amongst the woodland scene, I would have liked to have seen water, whether a small pond 
or stream, for all the things wishing to survive and grow – we need water. 

The nocturnal: as a child I was scared of the dark – yet was fascinated. I wondered what the 
world was life outside of home in the darkness of night. I don’t remember sounds of the 
night until I moved house next to a churchyard. I loved to listen to the screeching of foxes, 
the flapping of bats or an owl hooting. I would look out of the window in the dark but could 
never see them. When I moved home again, I would hear and see foxes – but I don’t now? 

The Subterranean: Never having seen a mole, I have seen fields with the familiar molehills. 
As an enquiring child, I never saw who made them. Looking at rugged cliffs transports me to 
Filey where as a holidaymaker, it was interesting to observe any changes with the vast rock 
face. Notices warned of cliff erosion and I wonder what will happen in future. The cliffs in 
May looked quite different to visit each October when there would be shining sunsets, the 
cliffs being as rich a shade of rust as that of the leaves. 

Migrations and Movement: I rarely see huge flocks of birds nowadays yet as a child in the 
1950s it seemed to be a fairly regular sighting. Is it because of the pollution to the 
atmosphere and low cloud that we don’t see them or are the birds not around the city as 
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the once were? Birds would leave in huge flocks in the Autumn to migrate to a warmer 
climate. Similarly in years gone by, I would occasionally hear, and see, a flock of seagulls and 
would be told they had flown inland as it was bad weather on the coast. I don’t witness this 
now. My favourite bird, the Robin visits all year round yet when I was young, we only saw 
them in Winter. 

We have summers of torrential rain instead of weeks of warm sunshine, or we can 
experience droughts as in 1976. Fortunately no stand pipes, but rivers almost dried up and 
Thruscross Reservoir exposed the flooded village of Wests End! We don’t get the snow 
therefore we have to rely solely on rainfall for our water supply. 

The sun’s rays are stronger now and more dangerous! As a child there was no such thing as 
sunscreen! The seasons are changing and will do so more drastically in future. All things 
“nature” will suffer – if steps are not taken. 

By Maureen Kershaw 
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10. Nature Revealed

My paternal and maternal families were, I now realise, unusually materialist. Down to their 
hobnailed boots. The Midland Red bus whizzed across a landscape from hell, taking us after 
the war to visit my mother’s mother in the White Horse pub, where she brewed beer in 
huge vats and kept pigs and chickens in the garden. A stream ran under the pub from the 
nearby tannery and was home to a quantity of rats. This was ‘country life’ to my brothers 
and me.  

My father was a big noise in the scrap iron trade, and preached the virtue of hard 
work of the metal bashing type. “Without the workshop of the world, the country would be 
overrun by Huns,”, he’d rant. The sandy soil lay over huge seams of coal and iron, and 
speculators sank pit shafts every few yards and men went to work like moles to reveal 
nature’s gifts. If my father had a God, it was Hephaestus, the metal bashing smith God, a son 
of Zeus, blacksmith to the Gods. His Roman name is Vulcan. No one in the family had 
anything to do with a church of any kind. “God” and “Jesus” were swear words. Life was 
cheap. 

One day, the squalor of his words – there were open sinks of cyanide used to melt 
iron – became too much. And without consulting anyone, he invested his wartime profits in 
a house in a wilderness on an island 150 miles away. To move there, we would leave behind 
everyone we knew in the world. His sales pitch was “fresh air, no soot on the washing, space 
to play, trees to climb”. I was aged 12, six months into a new school. Such an extreme 
change was terrifying to me, but one morning in May 1950, I found myself standing under 
two trees – one a philadelphus, the other a lilac. Their fragrance that day has stayed with 
me for 70 years. The trees won me over, the Midlands hell, caused by greedy human nature 
had pushed us to migrate away from ugliness into a rambling, romantic country pile, already 
crumbling, beautiful in the “sun”, would be better with water and electricity. Surrounding 
fields had been formed until the 30’s, when a tram track was laid out of Douglas, the local 
town, and day trips to the beach – tourism – took over. For six years we could roam, pick 
fuchsia and primroses and suck the nectar from them, climb trees, build bonfires, trudge 
down muddy tracks in the dark. 

Now, in 2020, where there were crumbling farms there are new build residences for 
the retired and very few tourists because Spain took over. At the moment, post COVID, 
humankind is fleeing overcrowded areas, and it seems the desperation of the situation 
might at last lead to more constructive relations with nature. How pompous that sounds, 
and how unlikely. 

The COVID pandemic has brought the whole world to a halt, of course, and global 
warming, the gradual frazzling of humankind has become a remote issue politically. Burning 
fossil fuels has started to reduce along with mass population. Scientific progress – or 
otherwise – for now, centres on medicine, brain power. 

While we wait for medicine to find possible answers, the productions of sprays, 
disinfectants and single use plastic has increased to levels which surpass any green 
campaigner’s imagination. 
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On the radio today I heard a report on Exxon research into the effect of the industrial 
use of oil, which took place in 1982, predicting the global heating which is affecting us now. 
But the CEO, even in 1988, was already maintaining the conclusions were inconclusive. The 
effect of that cover-up, that denial, has had a catastrophic effect. The CEO defended his 
approach by saying the media have a “tendency to overreact”. And so red top newspapers 
form a high barricade against science on behalf of big companies, to protect their status 
quo. Things are difficult for individuals who like to think for themselves.  

My early experience of the beauty of nature (philadelphus and lilac) led me to 
develop an anxious response – in other words – an extreme green protective hyperactivity 
against threats of drought or flooding or high winds. 

The photographs of ‘Nature Revealed’ provoked this anxious response, reminding 
me of the perilous state of things today. I walk most days in local woodlands. We were told 
that deer, owls, and badgers were relatively common here 20 years back when our houses 
were built. Apart from birds and of course dogs, I have never seen a wild animal of any kind 
in the woods. Not one. 

I designed our garden according to strict environmentalist principles. Ten square 
metres incorporate a large natural pond, fruit trees, an ivy-covered pergola and planting to 
encourage bees and butterflies. There are trees and bushes on the other side of the fence. 
We can leave windows open at night, and no moths flutter in. We only once saw a 
hedgehog, a butterfly is rare. One triumph: the pond produces frogs every year, and a 
certain select gang of birds visits most days. 

My last job was in Widnes, where ICI’s fumes poisoned the air, and provoked a 
poem: 

The poet says: 
“Beware the Ides of March: 
There’s germicide 
and fungicide 
and herbicide… 
and suicide.” 

The philadelphus survives, fragrant as ever. The lilac was less lucky. 

By Pat Tempest 
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11. 

As a child I was always happiest during Winter. If I was told it was going to snow overnight I 
would wake up during the night and peer out of my bedroom window to see if it had started 
before dropping back off to sleep. 

As soon as I got up I had a feeling of excitement, drawing back the curtains I would see a 
covering of cotton wool on the lawn. I would watch the snow lazily drifting down, when a 
snowflake landed on my window I could see the intricate patterns within magnified by the 
window glass. 

A few hours later, after a bowl of Ready Brek I could not wait to get well wrapped up and go 
outside. Living in a built up urban landscape we were lucky enough to have a small garden. 
Across the surface you could see tracks from small birds and often domestic cats. These did 
not last long as I would gather the snow to model a snowman. 

When I was about 8 years old we moved into a shop on a street corner. By then winter was 
changing, instead of heavy snow, we seemed to get short periods of wet slush covering the 
street, cars would force this into the gutter where it soon changed colour to a grimy black 
and a compacted texture. 

At 17 I joined the army and, after basic training I moved to northern Germany. The seasons 
here were much more pronounced with extremes of temperature. One winter I was sent to 
Bavaria on a skiing course. I will never forget the snow being piled 8 foot high on the side of 
the roads. Going round one corner the whole vista seemed to be a black and white painting 
with tall trees completely covered in snow. Here was evidence of many birds and animals, 
including foxes in the surface of the snow. 

Later on in my career I was attached to a unit of engineers based in Port Stanley, Falkland 
Islands. The journey to get there included a flight for Ascension Island. Arriving late in the 
evening we overnighted. It was impossible not to be amazed by the clarity and brightness of 
the night sky. A barren landscape, you could hear scuffling in the dark but exactly what was 
out there I could not tell you. 

The next day, surrounded by the squawking of seabirds we began a 10 day journey down to 
the islands. This is where I got my respect and liking for the sea. Early on in the voyage we 
were often escorted by pods of dolphins whilst seagulls would follow in the wake of the 
skip. Again the night skies were crystal clear. 

As we moved further South, the whole journey changed. The skies darkened and the sea 
became greyer and more choppy until we arrived under a grey, drizzly sky. This summed up 
the weather for the next six months. 

It was not possible to explore much of the bleak winter landscape due to the danger of 
unexploded munitions. The main sight being the moorlike hills and peat bogs. Sheep were 
everywhere, outnumbering the local population. 
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Returning to the UK it was once again winter, situated on the outside of York there were 
parklands and playing fields. Having to start work at 5.30am on a clear morning I would have 
to cross the playing fields. There was a feeling of freshness with the frost crackling under 
your feet and the small of dew in the air. I would often hear the last hoots of Owls as they 
returned to their roosts to sleep till night. 

Over the years I have been fortunate to experience different areas of the world. From the 
sunbaked prairies of Canada to the windswept hills of the Falkland Islands via the jungles of 
Belize. It is impossible not to be moved by the differences we have on the planet. I still hope 
to explore further. 

By Steve Collinson 
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